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ABSTRACT
This paper mainly focuses on the performance of wind deviation of catenary
system on railway. A wind tunnel test have been taken to get the displacement of mid
span, showing the convinced figures. While the figures are limited by test condition.
Four calculation methods in three countries have been studied, comparing the
differences and figure out the inappropriate points, including neglecting the function of
droppers and length of lateral position or just approximate calculated it. After that, a
new method is proposed to take these questions into consideration. The case study
shows the difference of theoretical methods mention above by comparing with finite
element method. Finally the correction of the new method is proved and show the
importance of adopting the new method to guarantee the safe of rail. This work can
give reference to the design of catenary system, since wind deviation is a vital
measuring indicator to guarantee the operation of railway system.
NOMENCLATURE
Tc/kN
pc/(kN/m)
Wc/(kN/m)
ld/m
Hc/m

Tension on contact wire
Wind load on contact wire
Weight on contact wire
Shortest length of dropper
Height of catenary system

Tm/kN
pm/(kN/m)
l/m
a/m
bc

Tension on messenger wire
Wind load on messenger wire
Span between each supporter
Length of lateral position
Wind deviation of contact wire

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first railway took into operation in 1825 in England, railway system is
playing an increasing important role in our daily life as well as in the economy because
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of its high efficiency, low price and comfortable environment (Vickerman 1997). So, it is
of great social and economic significance to guarantee the safe operation of the railway.
Catenary system is a vital component on railway to supply electric to trains, so as
to guarantee the operation. The main parts of catenary system include contact wire,
messenger wire, and droppers. Contact wire is used to supply electrical energy to the
train, messenger wire is used to provide stiffness and droppers are used to link both
wires.
There are three types of catenary systems, the simple one, the stitch one and the
compound one, which are shown in Fig.1 (Park and Kim et al. 2002). The simple
catenary has the simple structure with low construction price, while it has the poor
contact quality and short live span. The difference between simple one and stitch one is
that there are elastic droppers around the supporters, so as to provide better contact
quality. At the meantime, its price in construction and maintenance is relatively higher.
The third type is the compound one, which is wildly used in Japan. Because of the
complex structure, it has better anti- wind ability, lower stiffness variation and better
contact quality, in contrast, the high price and large weight are its disadvantages.
However, in most countries, the simple catenary system is wildly used for its efficiency.
Many research have been carried out based on this basic structure.
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Fig.1 Types of catenary system
In fact, many accidents raised from catenary system have been reported these
years and led to quantities of economic losses in China. Since Beijing-Shanghai highspeed railway took into operation, four accidents raised from the catenary system under
strong wind have been reported. On July 10, 2011, a power outage of the catenary
system caused by large offset of positive feeder in strong wind made a delay of 19
trains in Shandong Province. Three trains were forced to decrease the speed or
completely stop because of the poor contact of the pantograph in such bad weather on
July 12-14, 2011 in Jiangsu-Shandong region. On March 23, 2012, many trains

between Beijing and Tianjin were delayed owing to the malfunctioned catenary system
under intense wind attack. On November 11, 2012, accidents on line feeder in high
wind in Shandong led to outage of the trains. So it has been widely concerned that how
to improve the performance of the structure of catenary system and its ability to resist
wind.
Because of special connection and low rigidity, it is a wind-sensitive structure.
Many accidents happened by strong wind, thus causing catenary system out of
operation, making lots of trains delayed and serious economic losses. So wind
deviation is a vital measuring indicator in the construction of catenary system.
This article is focus on the deviation of catenary system on the simple type. The
paper is organized as follows. A wind tunnel test is discussed first (Section 2) to test
wind deviation in midpoint. In the following section 3, deviation calculation methods of
different counties have been compared. Then a new calculation method is proposed
(Section 4) with finite element method verified (Section 5). A case study shows the
results of different methods and make comparison among them (Section 6). Conclusion
goes in Section 7.
2. WIND TUNNEL TEST ON AERO- ELASTIC MODEL
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The prototype of this study is part of the catenary system. The type of catenary is
the simple one, which is easy to build and can attain sufficiently uniform elasticity, thus
it is widely adopted in China. The span between each mast is 50m. The height of the
mast is 7.8m. The height of hanging point on steady arm from track plane is 5.3m. The
height of messenger wire from track plane is 6.8m and the height of cantilever structure
is 1.8m, which is shown in Fig. 2. The cross section of contact wire is CTMH150 type
with the area of 150mm2 and the messenger wire is JTMH120 type with the cross
sectional area of 120mm2. Tension on contact wire is 20kN and that on messenger wire
is 15kN, which are exerted by weights through special pulleys. So the specification
parameters of this model are shown in Tab.1.

Fig.2. Prototype of tie-member structure

Tab.1 Specification parameters
Tc/kN
20
a/m
0.3

Tm/kN
15
hc/m
1.5

l/m
50
m
0.9

ld/m
0.6

A wind tunnel test have been taken to test displacement in wind direction of
contact wire. A model of 3 posts and 2 spans have been made to test wind deviation,
one of the most important measurement index of catenary system (Xie and Zhi et al.
2015). Since the limitation of experimental instruments, only the midpoint have been
tested on the contact wire. The model is shown in Fig.3, including the midpoint D1z. A
uniform flow has been taken into account, with the wind velocities of 4m/s, 6m/s, 8m/s,
10m/s, 12m/s and 14m/s. Z direction means the direction of wind.

D1z

Fig.3 Arrangement of the Test Points
Fig.4 shows the wind deviation in the middle of contact wire (D1z) in different wind
velocities in uniform flow. It can be seen that the displacement increases nonlinearly
with the wind velocities, which is due to the fact that the pressure on the line posed by
wind is square function of the wind velocity. When the wind velocities are 10m/s and
14m/s, the tested mean wind deviations are 18.03mm and 41.10mm respectively which
were converted to be 81.14mm and 184.95mm in the wind velocities of 21.2m/s and
29.68m/s respectively.
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Fig.4 Time evolution of wind deviation in uniform flow
Although wind tunnel can show a relatively convinced result, it costs a lot and the
results are limited by many facts including experimental site, measuring equipment and
many uncontrollable factors. Take this test for example, for reason of test condition, the
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maximum wind speed can only reach 14m/s, which is relatively small to the deviation
research. Moreover, the tested point cannot present the largest deviation, which only
shows the displacement in mid span. So the theoretical research of catenary system is
a vital task to figure out the largest deviation.
3. CALCULATION OF WIND DEVIATION IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
Wind deviation of catenary system is influenced by many factors, including the
types of catenary, materials of wires, length of lateral position and wind situation. In the
catenary system, droppers are used to link contact wire and messenger wire, so they
transfer the forces between the wires. It is a complicate work to determine the forces,
as well as the wind deviation of contact wire.
Catenary system has the shape of “Z” along the road, since the ends of wires
have a distance from the central road, which is called the length of lateral position, (Yu.
2003), as shown in Fig.5. In it, x direction means the direction along the rail, and z
direction means the direction along the wind, also y direction is the direction of gravity.
This direction setting apply to this paper.
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Fig.5 General view and stress state of contact wire
From this figure, it can be seen the stress state, including tensions on contact
wire, Tc, and the wind load along the wire, pc. So the basic calculation method of
contact wire can be deduced from this state by force and geometrical analyzing (Shen
and Xu et al. 1997), with following expression:
pc l 2
2Tc a 2
bc 

8Tc
pc l 2
l

(1)

2aF

c
This deviation happens at xc  2  p l , which takes the lateral position into
c
consideration.

l

2aF

c
There exists a limitation that xc should in the range of span, so 0  xc  2  p l  l .
c

It is known that the parameters in
only needs to meet the requirement of

2aFc
are all positive numbers, so the limitation
pc l
Fc l 2

pc 4a

This is the basic equation to calculate the wind deviation of contact wire. But it is
widely known that contact wire is just a part of catenary system, so its deviation should
be take the function of whole system into consideration.
3.1 Chinese Method
There are two methods to calculate the deviation in China, the equivalent method
and the mean value method.
The equivalent method regards the catenary system as a whole, introducing a
parameter m to revise the basic equation into a new one with the following expression:
bc ,c1 

mpc l 2
2Tc a 2

8Tc
mpc l 2

(2)

Eq.2 neglects the complex function in the system while only introduces m, which
is less than 1, as an equivalent parameter to be timed by wind load. Since it is regarded
that contact wire is restrained by messenger wire through droppers. The value of m is
influenced by its physical characteristics, 0.9 for copper wires and 0.85 for steelaluminum wire which is determined by experience.
The difference of mean value method is that it takes the function of messenger
wire into consideration. In order to study the contribution of messenger wire to the
contact wire, the wind deviations of both wires are calculated respectively first. Then
their effects are decided by their ratios of wind load to tension on wire. Finally the
deviation is turned out as follows:
pm l 2
1 pc
2 a2
bc ,c 2  (

)
 1 p p
2 Tc
Tm 8
( c  m )l 2
2 Tc Tm

(3)

These two methods can calculate the wind deviation of contact wire. The former
one needs less information thus being the more convenient and less accurate one by
only considering contact wire. Compared to the equivalent method, the mean value
method shows a more complex equation to take the messenger wire into account.
While both of them neglect the function of droppers, which are important factors.
3.2 German Method
Wind deviations of contact wire and messenger are different when winds impose
on them, thus making the droppers deliver forces between them. This method is to
determine the interaction force ΔF first and then figure out the offset deviation Δb by its
geometrical analysis (Friedrish. 2001), as shown in Fig.6. In this process, it regards the
shortest dropper ld as 2/3 times the height of catenary system Hc. Finally the wind
deviation is shown as below:
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Fig.6. General view of droppers’ function
There exists a problem the Δb is in the middle span of the catenary system, while
bc takes the situation at xc. So this method just combines two figures at different places
and assume that it nearly equals the maximum displacement.
3.3 Soviet Method
Soviet method also takes the function of droppers into consideration. Compared
with the German one, it calculate the offset wind load Δp on contact wire caused by
droppers and messenger instead of the offset deviation (Walther. 1986). There goes
the equation:
( pc p ) l 2
bc , s 
8Tc

and

pc pm

Fc Fm
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8ld
1
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Gc  l
Fc Fm
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In this process, it can be seen clearly that it ignores the function of lateral positon,
and just thinks the maximum deviation happened in the middle of the span.

4. WIND DEVIATION PROPOSAL
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After studying the methods in calculating deviation of different countries, a new
equation is proposed by building hypothesizes forwardly:
a. Droppers meet Hooke’s low, with their internal forces linear increase with their
growth, thus regarding them as springs which can only bearing tensions.
b. The forces between contact wire and messenger wire are created by droppers,
and compared with the wind load, they are relatively small. So the wires can still meet
the assumption of parabola.
c. Since length of lateral position is particularly small compared with the span, the
force created by droppers is in the same direction with wind load in top view.
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Fig.7 Top view of catenary system under wind load
Here start to analysis the contact wire and messenger wire in top view, shown in
Fig.7. The deviation of contact wire bcz and the deviation of messenger wire bmz can be
determined respectively as follows:
bcz 

pc x ( l  x )
a (l 2 x )

2Tc
l

(8)

bmz 

pm x ( l  x ) a ( l  2 x )

2Tm
l

(9)

So the deviation of droppers bdz can got by Eq.8-Eq.9:
bdz 

pc x ( l  x )
pm x ( l  x )
pm
1 pc

 (

) x (l  x )
2Tc
2Tm
2 Tc
Tm

(10)

thus forces on droppers pdx can be deduced as follows:
p dx 

pc
pm
1
k(

) x (l  x )
2
Tc
Tm

(11)

where k is the stiffness of droppers. This equation shows the fact that the forces
between contact wire and messenger wire created by droppers meet the rule of

parabolic distribution, with k and (

pc
pm
) are constant. The maximum figure of pdx

Tc
Tm

can refer to Δb in Eq.7, so the dropper forces can be revised as follows:
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Based on the hypothesis c., pdx has the same direction as pc. Then the wind
deviation of contact wire can be deduced as following appearance:
bcx , n 

( pc  pdx ) x ( l  x ) a ( l  2 x )
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so the position of maximum deviation can be calculated as follows:
d( bcx ,n )
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Compared with the former methods, the new one is a quartic equation instead of
a quadratic equation. Though it has the complex expression, it has more accurate
result to give consult in the design process. And it can also be solved quickly by
computational technics.
5. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
In order to verify the correction of the new method, a finite element analysis has
been studied on the catenary system. A model has been established with contact wire,
messenger wire and droppers with link elements, which cannot be subjected to bending
moment. The ends of wires are hinge joints to simulate the connection in reality with the
way of pulleys, which can only shift in one direction. At the meantime, tensions on the
wires are transfer to prestressing force and keep a balance with their own weights to
reach the shape of original sag. Equivalent static wind loads are exert to wires in
uniform distribution so as to calculate the performance of contact wire. The model are
shown as follows in Fig.8.

Fig.8 Finite element model of catenary system

6. CASE STUDY
In order to compare the difference in theoretical calculation methods mentioned
above and verify the correction of new method by using finite element method, a case
study is taken.
Since the limitation mentioned above, the wind speed of 35, 40, 45, 50 and 55m/s
have been chosen to make calculation. Wind deviation can be figured out from wind
pressure on catenary system which are convert from wind speed.
The results of wind deviation are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Wind deviation of different methods
Wind speed
/(m/s)
35
40
45
50
55

bc,c1/m

bc,c2/m

bc,g/m

bc,s/m

bc,n/m

FEM/m

0.300

0.305

0.321

0.170

0.302

0.303

0.311
0.338
0.379
0.431

0.331
0.374
0.430
0.497

0.346
0.388
0.444
0.509

0.222
0.280
0.346
0.420

0.322
0.360
0.410
0.473

0.323
0.357
0.400
0.448

The figures of new method are between those of the equivalent method and the
mean method and with the increasing of wind speed, the differences between them are
also increasing. This phenomenon is due to the fact that simplified calculation of
Chinese method bring errors while the new method has been covered the
insufficiencies of those two methods so as to figure out a more accurate result. The
figures of new method is smaller than those of the German method, for the reason of
the new method fixing the confusing in two kinds of displacements and combining it to
the correct answer. Compared with the Soviet method, the figures of the new one are
larger, since it takes the displacement of lateral position into consideration. It is just the
displacement in the mid of span. But the wind speed increasing, the difference with
other methods are decreasing, so it shows the fact that, the point of deviation is shifting
to the mid of span.
Verified by the finite element method, it can be seen that the result of the new
method is close to the finite element method. When the wind speed is lower than 45m/s,
the errors between them are less than 1%. While with the increase of wind speed, their
errors are also increasing. This phenomenon may due to the different material and joint
condition.
The new method details the stress distribution of droppers, it may be identified as
the most accurate one. In the process of designing, the new method of deviation
calculation may bring more convinced situation to guarantee the safer operation. So it
is suggested that the new method may give more accurate consult to the rail design.
7. CONCLUSION

Wind tunnel test will bring the most convinced figure and intuitive result, showing
the fact that the displacement of contact wire is increasing nonlinearly with wind speed.
While wind tunnel test would cost a lot and be limited by experimental site, measuring
equipment and many uncontrollable factors.
Methods in three countries have been studied and compared the differences,
including two Chinese methods, a German one and a Soviet one. Inappropriate points
in them have been figured out, including neglecting the function of droppers and length
of lateral position or just calculating the deviation approximately.
A new method is proposed to take these questions into consideration. Compared
with the former methods, the new one is a quartic equation instead of a quadratic
equation. Though it has the complex expression, it has more accurate result to give
consult in the design process with finite element software proved.
The case study shows the difference of theoretical methods mention above by
comparing with finite element method. Finally the correction of the new method is
proved and is proved that it is an appropriate and convenient method to calculate the
deviation in strong wind with incorrect points in other methods recovered.
This work can give reference to the design of catenary system, since it offers a
convenient way to calculate the wind deviation which is a vital measuring indicator.
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